Dish Soap
The Soaptivist, a soap on a mission, is the most basic soap we
make. It's 100% organic olive oil, filtered water, and nothing
else. We believe that if you
change your home cleaning
habits to include bar soap,
you have shifted your
mindset around
sustainability. This is health
and environmental activism
A soap on a mission…
through the choice to clean
with a non-toxic, plastic
free, minimally packaged bar soap!
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How to use:
Dishes: Rub sponge or cloth directly on the Soaptivist bar, scrub dishes
and rinse.
Surfaces: Rub the Soaptivist directly onto the wet surface, scrub with
sponge or cloth. Rinse surface with clean, wet sponge or cloth. Dry as
needed with clean, dry cloth.
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Tip: keep the soap as dry as possible between uses to make it last even
longer. Consider switching out bars whenever one becomes too soft from
constant moisture. Alternatively, place the soap on top of a dry washcloth
or sponge after using it to simultaneously dry out the soap and get the cloth
ready for your next use. If the soap still gets soft,
don't worry, just get a non-perforated soap dish, and pat yourself
on the back, you've just made liquid soap!
Tip: to make your dish soap last even longer try cutting it into a few large
pieces (in half or quarters) that way you can use one while the others keep
drying and they won't get wet or soften.
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Find more soaps and information at:
www.ancestralfrenchsoaps.com
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